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Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Polish ? Learning Polish can be fun with this picture
book. In this book you will find the following features: Polish Alphabets. Polish Words. English Translations.
Learn the Polish language with this perfectly illustrated book, ideal for the whole family, highlights 100
words to use when traveling, from food to transportation, animals and climate. Each word is accompanied
by a very detailed drawing and a basic articulation guide to make the jargon fun and easy to learn. Polish
language books, polish language, polish hussar, pimsleur polish, polish frequency dictionary, living
language polish, ultimate polish, dictionary english polish, polish for dummies, polish english dictionary,
polish word to word dictionary, polish grammar workbook, polish english bilingual visual dictionary Polish
cooking, how to speak polish, learning polish for dummies, polish phrase book, speak polish, polish
genealogy, rosetta stone polish, teach yourself polish, learn polish for kids, polish language learning,
learning polish for kids, english polish dictionary, polish grammar, first year polish, polish american
dictionary, polish verbs, learn to speak polish, intermediate polish, polish learn, polish grammar book,
polish english bilingual, polish tutor Polish alphabet book, polish short stories, polish dictionary, polish
flash cards, polish translation, polish lessons, conversational polish, learn polish books, colloquial polish,
learn polish, polish language course, polish language workbook, polish workbook, polish heritage book,
polish stories, learn polish stickers
Includes an interview featuring Dagmara Dominczyk and Adriana Trigiani A vibrant, engaging debut novel
that follows the friendship of three women from their youthful days in Poland to their complicated, notquite-successful adult lives Because of her father’s role in the Solidarity movement, Anna and her parents
immigrate to the United States in the 1980s as political refugees from Poland. They settle in Brooklyn
among immigrants of every stripe, yet Anna never quite feels that she belongs. But then, the summer she
turns twelve, she is sent back to Poland to visit her grandmother, and suddenly she experiences the shock
of recognition. In her family’s hometown of Kielce, Anna develops intense friendships with two local
girls—brash and beautiful Justyna and desperately awkward Kamila—and their bond is renewed every
summer when Anna returns. The Lullaby of Polish Girls follows these three best friends from their early
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teenage years on the lookout for boys in Kielce—a town so rough its citizens are called “the
switchblades”—to the loss of innocence that wrecks them, and the stunning murder that reaches across
oceans to bring them back together after they’ve grown and long since left home. Dagmara Dominczyk’s
assured narrative flashes from the wild summers of the girls’ youth to their years of self-discovery in New
York and Europe. Her writing is full of grit and guts, and her descriptions of the emotional experiences of
her characters resonate with honesty. The Lullaby of Polish Girls captures the passion and drama of
friendship, the immigrant’s yearning to be known, and the exquisite and wistful transformation of young
women coming of age. Praise for The Lullaby of Polish Girls “A coming-of-age tale of three young Polish
women [that is] brimming with teary epiphanies, betrayal and love, as well as the grit of both New York
and Kielce. [It’s] Girls with a Polish accent.”—The New York Times “The Lullaby of Polish Girls will make
you swoon. Dagmara Dominczyk has written a glorious debut novel inspired by her own emigration from
Poland to Brooklyn with depth, intensity, humor, and grace.”—Adriana Trigiani “An ennui-stricken actress
returns to the old country—and to the friends of her youth—in Dagmara Dominczyk’s The Lullaby of Polish
Girls, in which solidarity is all about summer evenings under the stars with a vodka bottle and a radio
playing ‘Forever Young.’ ”—Vogue “Compelling . . . an original portrait of friendship and identity . . .
Dominczyk uses a fresh, confident style.”—People “In this arresting debut novel, Polish American film and
TV actress Dominczyk pays homage to her native city of Kielce while capturing the joys, insecurities, and
struggles of three girlfriends coming of age. Spanning thirteen years, Dominczyk’s absorbing story is a
triptych of tsknota (Polish for a kind of yearning) and a profound desire for acceptance, freedom, and
home.”—Booklist (starred review) “The Lullaby of Polish Girls is sexy and sensitive, with a raw,
openhearted center. Dominczyk’s love for her complicated characters is apparent from the first page to
the last, and by the novel’s end the reader cares for them just as deeply.”—Emma Straub Look for special
features inside. Join the Random House Reader's Circle for author chats and more.
How interwar Poland and its Jewish youth were instrumental in shaping the ideology of right-wing Zionism
By the late 1930s, as many as fifty thousand Polish Jews belonged to Betar, a youth movement known for
its support of Vladimir Jabotinsky, the founder of right-wing Zionism. Poland was not only home to
Jabotinsky’s largest following. The country also served as an inspiration and incubator for the
development of right-wing Zionist ideas. Jabotinsky’s Children draws on a wealth of rare archival material
to uncover how the young people in Betar were instrumental in shaping right-wing Zionist attitudes about
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the roles that authoritarianism and military force could play in the quest to build and maintain a Jewish
state. Recovering the voices of ordinary Betar members through their letters, diaries, and
autobiographies, Jabotinsky’s Children paints a vivid portrait of young Polish Jews and their turbulent lives
on the eve of the Holocaust. Rather than define Jabotinsky as a firebrand fascist or steadfast democrat,
the book instead reveals how he deliberately delivered multiple and contradictory messages to his young
followers, leaving it to them to interpret him as they saw fit. Tracing Betar’s surprising relationship with
interwar Poland’s authoritarian government, Jabotinsky’s Children overturns popular misconceptions
about Polish-Jewish relations between the two world wars and captures the fervent efforts of Poland’s
Jewish youth to determine, on their own terms, who they were, where they belonged, and what their
future held in store. Shedding critical light on a vital yet neglected chapter in the history of Zionism,
Jabotinsky’s Children provides invaluable perspective on the origins of right-wing Zionist beliefs and their
enduring allure in Israel today.
Children's Book in Polish: My Daddy Is the Best
The Caring Crab
Polish Jews and the Rise of Right-Wing Zionism
The Story of Ferdinand
First Words for Everyone (Polish Learning Books for Adults & Kids, Polish Language Books, Polish Books in
Polish Language, Living Language Polish, Learn Polish For Kids)
Krysia
Few people are aware that in the aftermath of German and Soviet invasions and division of
Poland, more than 1.5 million people were deported from their homes in Eastern Poland to
remote parts of Russia. Half of them died in labor camps and prisons or simply vanished,
some were drafted into the Russian army, and a small number returned to Poland after the
war. Those who made it out of Russia alive were lucky—and nine-year-old Krystyna Mihulka
was among them. In this childhood memoir, Mihulka tells of her family's deportation,
under cover of darkness and at gunpoint, and their life as prisoners on a Soviet communal
farm in Kazakhstan, where they endured starvation and illness and witnessed death for
more than two years. This untold history is revealed through the eyes of a young girl
struggling to survive and to understand the increasingly harsh world in which she finds
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herself.
Fun and easy way to teach your kids the basics of Polish with this bilingual Polish
picture words book. Best for kids or anyone who wants to learn the Polish letters and new
words in a fun way. In this book, you will find the following features: - Polish Words English translation - Each word has its own page - Each word has its own picture - All
pages are in color - Page sizes: 8.5" x 8.5" (21,59 cm x 21,59 cm) - Gloss paper Printed on High Quality, Bright White paper Do you want to see more product offers or
need a different interior format? Just click on our brand "Malgorzata Nowak" to find the
rest of our products! If you want to purchase this topnotch journal, then scroll up;
click the Add to Cart button Give your Valuable Reviews after purchase "Let's Learn
Polish: Food & Drinks" to improve the quality of the Journal. Thank You and best regards!
Join us, and you definitely find something for Your Child! Let's Learn Polish: 1.
Alphabet 2. Alphabet 150+ Words 3. Countries 4. Numbers 1 to 100 5. Feelings & Emotions
6. Body Parts 7. Health & Hygiene 8. Animals & Insects 9. World Sport 10. Fruits &
Berries 11. Nuts & Vegetables 12. Food & Drinks 13. Music 14. Flowers & Trees 15.
Transport 16. Money & Shopping 17. Professions 18. Family, Appearance & Character 19.
Things Around Me at School 20. Reptiles & Marine Life 21. Things in the House 22. Things
in the Living Room & Dining Room 23. Things in the Bedroom & Bathroom 24. Kitchen &
Tableware 25. Days, Months, Seasons & Time 26. Things Around Me at the Airport 27.
Colors, Shapes & Materials 28. ?lothes & Accessories 29. Nature & Natural Phenomena 30.
Places Around the City 31. Alphabet Coloring Book 32. Space & Constellations And
More........................ Polish Language guide - dominate the Polish Language - Learn
Basic Polish words for Children - Learn the Polish Alphabet - Polish Handwriting Practice
Workbook for Beginners - Polish Picture Word Book - Commonly Used Polish Words Through
Pictures - Polish Children's Language Activity Books - Polish Short Stories For Beginners
- Grow Your Polish Vocabulary the Fun Way - Easy Polish Language for Kids - Bilingual
(English / Polish) (Angielski / Polski) - Children's Learning Books - Easy Polish
Alphabet - Polish Basic Words - My First Book of Polish Words - Polish for kids - Polish
alphabet coloring book - Polish alphabet for kids book - Polish alphabet for kids Page 4/12
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Polish alphabet for kids book - Polish alphabet workbook
Enchanting, wicked and often very funny, Poland's folk tales are one of the great
treasures of Central Europe. Crowned by the story of The Mermaid of Warsaw, the eight
colourful tales in this collection include Skarbnik's Second Breakfast, set deep in the
Wieliczka salt mines, The Turnip-Counter from Karkonosze and The Copper Coin of Wineta,
alongside stories from, Poznan and the Polish lakes. Paul Hess's stylish illustrations
make this a collection to delight children everywhere.
The story -- never told before -- of how Polish nuns in World War II saved hundreds of
Jewish lives in German-occupied Poland. Forty-nine convents and orphanages were involved
in protecting the children and the most authoritative estimates indicate 1200 Jewish
young people survived the war in these shelters.
The Hundred Dresses
English Korean Bilingual Book
The Fate of Polish Children During the Last War
The Lullaby of Polish Girls
Did the Children Cry?
Polish Kids Book
Six-year-old Anna Pellowski’s older siblings, Jacob, Franciszek, Barney, Mary and Pauline are exposed to
English at school, but only Polish is spoken at home. The younger children—Anna, Julian, Anton barely know a
word of their new country’s language, but then neither do many of their neighbors. When the family goes to
town to celebrate the 100th birthday of the United States, the speaker gives his speech in a mix of German,
Polish, Bohemian and Norwegian! Some years before, in the mid 1800’s, Anna’s mother, father and brother
Baby Jacob had come from Poland to live in a tiny sod house in Western Wisconsin and establish the very first
farm in the entire Latsch Valley. Now the growing family lives in a real house, with neighbors on every side, and
the world for quietly curious Anna is filled with fascinating possibilities—as well as lots of hard work. Sometimes
she dreams of going back to the Poland she is always hearing about, but increasingly she realizes that life in
Latsch Valley, with its rich cultural rhythm of work, play and religious faith, holds everything she could possibly
want.
A child king introduces reforms to give children the same rights as adults.
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Fun and easy way to teach your kids the basics of Polish with this bilingual Polish picture words book. Best for
kids or anyone who wants to learn the Polish letters and new words in a fun way. In this book, you will find the
following features: - Polish Words - English translation - Each word has its own page - Each word has its own
picture - All pages are in color - Page sizes: 8.5" x 8.5" (21,59 cm x 21,59 cm) - Gloss paper - Printed on High
Quality, Bright White paper Do you want to see more product offers or need a different interior format? Just click
on our brand "Malgorzata Nowak" to find the rest of our products! If you want to purchase this topnotch journal,
then scroll up; click the Add to Cart button Give your Valuable Reviews after purchase "Let's Learn Polish:
Feelings & Emotions" to improve the quality of the Journal. Thank You and best regards! Join us, and you
definitely find something for Your Child! Let's Learn Polish: 1. Alphabet 2. Alphabet 150+ Words 3. Countries 4.
Numbers 1 to 100 5. Feelings & Emotions 6. Body Parts 7. Health & Hygiene 8. Animals & Insects 9. World Sport
10. Fruits & Berries 11. Nuts & Vegetables 12. Food & Drinks 13. Music 14. Flowers & Trees 15. Transport 16.
Money & Shopping 17. Professions 18. Family, Appearance & Character 19. Things Around Me at School 20.
Reptiles & Marine Life 21. Things in the House 22. Things in the Living Room & Dining Room 23. Things in the
Bedroom & Bathroom 24. Kitchen & Tableware 25. Days, Months, Seasons & Time 26. Things Around Me at the
Airport 27. Colors, Shapes & Materials 28. ?lothes & Accessories 29. Nature & Natural Phenomena 30. Places
Around the City 31. Alphabet Coloring Book 32. Space & Constellations And More........................ Polish
Language guide - dominate the Polish Language - Learn Basic Polish words for Children - Learn the Polish
Alphabet - Polish Handwriting Practice Workbook for Beginners - Polish Picture Word Book - Commonly Used
Polish Words Through Pictures - Polish Children's Language Activity Books - Polish Short Stories For
Beginners - Grow Your Polish Vocabulary the Fun Way - Easy Polish Language for Kids - Bilingual (English /
Polish) (Angielski / Polski) - Children's Learning Books - Easy Polish Alphabet - Polish Basic Words - My First
Book of Polish Words - Polish for kids - Polish alphabet coloring book - Polish alphabet for kids book - Polish
alphabet for kids - Polish alphabet for kids book - Polish alphabet workbook
"The story of Irena Sendler, a Polish Catholic social worker who helped rescue nearly 2500 Jewish children from
the Warsaw Ghetto in Nazi-occupied Poland during World War II. Includes afterword, author's note, sources, and
glossary"--Provided by publisher.
Jabotinsky's Children
Alice in Wonderland (English and Polish Edition)
The Dragon of Krakow
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Sweet Dreams, My Love!
Food & Drinks: Polish Picture Words Book With English Translation. Teaching Polish Vocabulary for Kids. My
First Book of Polish Words. Bilingual Early Learning Polish Book For Kids. Easy Polish Language For Children
and Beginners
A Saga of Polish War Children
This rhyming adventure tells the story of Mr Miniscule, a teeny tiny explorer with a BIG dream who sets off on the vast ocean in
search of a big blue whale, only to find a big blue island. Or could he be wrong?Mr Miniscule and the Whale is a timeless children's
classic known and treasured by three generations of Poles, now one of Australia's largest foreign communities. About the
AuthorsJulian Tuwim (1894-1953) was one of Poland's leading poets. He won fame not just for his adult verse but also for his
rhymes for children, many of which are classics known to every Polish child. He also wrote satirical verse and loved word games,
inventing palindromes (whole sentences that read the same forwards and backwards), lipograms (whole paragraphs that leave out a
particular letter), and tautograms (sentences where every word starts with the same letter). Nobody knows if he ever set out to sea to
see a whale. Bohdan Butenko (born 1931) is one of Poland's top illustrators, whose drawings appear in more than 200 children's
books. He is also famous for his animated cartoons - especially featuring Gucio the clumsy hippo and Cezar the sensible dog - as well
as for his stage sets and television design. He has won many prizes, among them the 2012 Order of the Smile - a special medal
awarded by children to adults who are particularly kind to them.
A celebration of the extraordinary life of Ezra Jack Keats, creator of The Snowy Day. The story of The Snowy Day begins more than
one hundred years ago, when Ezra Jack Keats was born in Brooklyn, N.Y. The family were struggling Polish immigrants, and despite
Keats’s obvious talent, his father worried that Ezra’s dream of being an artist was an unrealistic one. But Ezra was determined. By
high school he was winning prizes and scholarships. Later, jobs followed with the WPA and Marvel comics. But it was many years
before Keats’s greatest dream was realized and he had the opportunity to write and illustrate his own book. For more than two
decades, Ezra had kept pinned to his wall a series of photographs of an adorable African American child. In Keats’s hands, the boy
morphed into Peter, a boy in a red snowsuit, out enjoying the pristine snow; the book became The Snowy Day, winner of the
Caldecott Medal, the first mainstream book to feature an African American child. It was also the first of many books featuring Peter
and the children of his — and Keats’s — neighborhood. Andrea Davis Pinkney’s lyrical narrative tells the inspiring story of a boy who
pursued a dream, and who, in turn, inspired generations of other dreamers.
Grade Level 5.5, Book# 85, Points 4.
Kaytek is surprised to learn that he can perform magic and change reality, but when his magic results in chaos, he roams the world
searching for a higher purpose for his abilities.
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Your Life is Worth Mine
King Matt the First
Irena's Jars of Secrets
and other tales from Poland
A Novel
Kaytek the Wizard
An unprecedented aspect of Nazi genocide in World War II was the cold and deliberate decision not to spare the children. Jewish children,
first driven into the ghettos, were marked for total destruction as part of the "Final Solution" once it was put into effect, in 1942. Gentile
children were starved, killed, or Germanized in order to reduce the Polish nation to a small complement of semi-literate slaves tending the
Herrenvolk in their thousand-year Reich. This record also includes accounts of how they fought back by working for the underground,
smuggling food into the ghettos, attending secret classes to continue their forbidden education. Included are stories of villains like Mengele
who selected children for execution during Jewish religious holidays; Rudolph Hoess, Auschwitz's commandant who admitted his own
discomfort when he witnessed the gassing of prisoners with the excuse: "I was a soldier and an officer"; a heroic Dr. Janusz Korczak who
was in charge of an orphanage in the ghetto, but refused to leave his orphans, and at the head of a contingent of 192 children and 8 staff
members, erect, his eyes looking into the distance, held the hands of two children as he led them to the railroad platform where trains took
them to certain death. Based on vast research in the United States, Great Britain, and Poland, many interviews, theses and other papers,
documents and official histories, memoirs, autobiographies, articles, periodicals and newspapers, Did the Children Cry? stands as a
monument to millions of children who were bombed, wounded, deported, raped, starved, maimed, subjected to "medical" experimentation,
and killed in German-occupied Poland.
Colin the Crab, the most skillful builder on the eastern riverbank, never hesitates to help his friends. Now Colin is busy with his own new
project—a garden pavilion for his home. But after a week of hard work, the pavilion of his dreams is still unfinished. Even worse, a boisterous
fish family has taken over the construction site. The exhausted Colin buries himself under a blanket and refuses to open his curtains.
Puzzled, Colin’s friends call an emergency meeting—it’s time for them to take action!
A little mouse has lost something, but can only speak Polish. Can you help? Laugh as you learn 50 Polish words with fun, heartwarming
children's story withwith captivating illustrations by the award winning Peter Baynton and text by Mark Pallis, writer on the Daytime Emmy
winning Tv series, The tales of Peter Rabbit.
The Second World War presents the backdrop for this riveting account of displacement, migration and resettlement. Once the Soviet forces
marched into Poland, thousands of Polish citizens were deported to slave-labour camps in the USSR. As news of their inhuman condition and
ordeal spread, Jam Saheb Digvijaysinghji of Nawanagar, a Princely State in British India, opened the doors of his state and welcomed the
orphaned Polish children. The Second Homeland chronicles the passage and sojourn of these young refugees. Readers will get an authentic
account of their tribulations through the first-person narrative of a young Polish orphan's hair-raising journey to India and his experiences
during the stay. The book includes a historical perspective culled out from archival documents in India, the UK and Poland. This is a unique
mix of a diary, oral history and historical viewpoint placed adjacent to a compilation of archival personal photographs. The book beautifully
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brings out a little-known aspect of European exiles in India during Second World War.
Boxer and Brandon (English Polish children's book)
How Polish Nuns Saved Hundreds of Jewish Children in German-occupied Poland, 1939-1945
My First Polish Alphabets Picture Book with English Translations
Making Climate Policy Work
Bilingual Early Learning & Easy Teaching Polish Books for Kids
Polish Refugees in India

We are starting to learn the Polish language! Do you want your child to learn Polish from
an early age? Nothing simpler ..., our illustrated book will help to in an inventive,
interesting and most importantly effective way. Learning will start with easier things,
such as numbers, color and alphabets, to more difficult things, such as a map or the days
of the month, and specific holidays. In the interior, we find: Over 150 words in Polish
Carefully selected illustrations in a fairy-tale style (perfect for kids) Size 8.5 X 8.5,
perfect for little hands. Rich colors, designed and created to attract the eye and
attention, and thus build associations and facilitate the remembering of words. 0-5 This
is the best age to study. The perfect way for a child to learn and acquire language
basics from an early age.
Raise your children in a bilingual fashion with this bilingual coloring book that
captures the magic and beauty of Alice in Wonderland's story along with a dual language
storytelling that is perfect for parents who want to raise their children in a bilingual
environment.
It's time for bed, but Alice doesn't want to go to sleep just yet. By going through her
bedtime routine, Mom calms her daughter down by reminding her of all the wonderful things
they did together that evening. Written in a soft and soothing manner, this book shows
the warm and loving relationship between Alice and her mom, while preparing young readers
for a good night's sleep.
English Polish Bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids studying English or Polish as
their second language. This is a touching story of friendship between a dog and a little
boy. When one of them needs help they are always there for each other. This is what true
friendship means.
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The Mermaid of Warsaw
New Zealand's First Refugees
A Polish Girl's Stolen Childhood During World War II
Sparkle Boy
The Story of Ezra Jack Keats and the Creation of The Snowy Day
A Poem for Peter
Stolen Childhood is the story of what happened to some 380,000 Polish children who, with their families, were
rounded up by Stalin's orders in 1939 and deported into Asiatic Russia. Lucjan Krolikowski, a young seminarian
also deported there, shared and witnessed the suffering of his fellow Poles. Freed by an "amnesty," he joined the
Polish Army, and when it moved to the Middle East, Lucjan resumed his theology studies, pronounced his vows,
and became a chaplain to a Polish military hospital in Egypt. Reassigned to refugee camps in East Africa, Fr.
Lucjan and the wandering Polish children met again in 1947 — a meeting that began a long and loving
relationship. In 1949 when the Warsaw Communists claimed guardianship of the Polish orphans in Africa and
demanded their repatriation, Fr. Lucjan was forced into a world of international intrigue. Called by the
Communists "a kidnapper on an international scale," to his orphans, he was the good shepherd who led them to
Canada, where he helped his charges overcome the theft of their childhood and become secure adults in a new
world. Stolen Childhood is the book of memories he wrote for them, and a cautionary history for people of good
will.
Young Casey loves sparkly things, just like his older sister, who does not approve until an encounter with teasing
bullies helps her learn to accept and respect Casey for who he is.
A real fish tale! When "the big one" gets away, Amy figures the day is ruined. Or is it? Set on Canada's west
coast, A Morning to Polish and Keep is a story of adventure, family interaction and the lasting comfort of
memory. Recommended reading ages: 4-10
A magician who wants to go to the moon sells his soul to the devil to accomplish his objective.
I Love My Mom 나는 우리 엄마를 사랑해요
The Magician of Cracow
Polish Fairy Tales
Hitler's War Against Jewish and Polish Children, 1939-1945
Mr Miniscule and the Whale
Polish Children's Book
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For decades, the world’s governments have struggled to move from talk to action on climate. Many now hope
that growing public concern will lead to greater policy ambition, but the most widely promoted strategy to
address the climate crisis – the use of market-based programs – hasn’t been working and isn’t ready to scale.
Danny Cullenward and David Victor show how the politics of creating and maintaining market-based policies
render them ineffective nearly everywhere they have been applied. Reforms can help around the margins, but
markets’ problems are structural and won’t disappear with increasing demand for climate solutions. Facing that
reality requires relying more heavily on smart regulation and industrial policy – government-led strategies – to
catalyze the transformation that markets promise, but rarely deliver.
These Polish folk tales have a delightfully mischievous character all their own. To create his sparkling
collection, Richard Monte has gathered some of Poland's favourite stories from all over the country.
Ferdinand likes to sit quietly and smell the flowers, but one day he gets stung by a bee and his snorting and
stomping convince everyone that he is the fiercest of bulls.
What’s that bird with the giant clump of feathers on its head? It’s a Polish chicken! Beginning readers will learn
all about these strange yet wonderful creatures in this delightful title. They will also learn basic information
about Polish chickens, including what they eat and the story behind their wacky feathers. Each 24-page book
features controlled text with age-appropriate vocabulary and simple sentence construction. The lively text,
colorful design, and eye-catching photos are sure to capture the interest of emergent readers.
Let's Learn Polish
Hello Poland! | First Words Book for Polish Baby - Alphabet, Numbers, Colors, Shapes and More | Adorable
Book with Illustrations for Kids
Polish Kids Book. (Polish Edition) Children's Polish Book (Bilingual Edition) English Polish Picture Book for
Children
Anna's Story
Polish Chicken
Stolen Childhood
In winning a medal she is no longer there to receive, a tight-lipped little Polish girl teaches her classmates a lesson. Includes a note
from the author's daughter, Helena Estes.
English Korean Bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids studying English or Korean as their second language. Everybody loves
their Mom, no matter what their age. In this bedtime story, the little bunny Jimmy and his older brothers try to find a perfect present
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for Mom's birthday. They want to show how much they love her. What creative solution did they find to express their feelings? You
will find out in this illustrated children's book. This children's book is part of a collection of short bedtime stories. This story may
be ideal for reading to your kids at bedtime and enjoyable for the whole family as well!
"Polish Fairy Tales" by Antoni Józef Gliński (translated by Maude Ashurst Biggs). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Feelings & Emotions: Polish Picture Words Book With English Translation. Improve Your Polish Vocabulary. My First Book of
Polish Words. Bilingual Early Learning Polish Book. Easy Polish Language For Children and Beginners
The Silver Sword
The Second Homeland
Snow Treasure
My First Polish-English Book
In Desert and Wilderness
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